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DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN COOPERATION AND COLLABORATION:

A CASE STUDY APPROACH TO UNDERSTANDING THEIR RELATIVE

REQUIREMENTS AND OUTCOMES1

Shirley M. Hord

Research & Ddvelopment Center for Teacher Education
The University of Texas at Austin

Why distinguish between cooperation and collaboration? Out
of the experience of working together, the staffs of a national
research center and a school district discovered differences in
the two models. Explicating what must be put into the two ways
of interrelating, and what the benefits may be, can aid in under-
standing the differences. Understanding then'provides the basis
for deciding at the outset what the relationship is intended to
be. Thus, the design of such an undertaking is more explicit,
resulting in outcomes that better match the expectations held
by the individuals involved.

At the national, state, and local levels there are demands that educational

research agencies develop means to better work with and serve their constituen-

cies in the public schools. There is a parallel press for practitioners to use

research outcomes. The problem follows: how can these goals be accomplished?
4,

How can'diverse interest groups work together cooperatively or collaboratively?

1
The research described herein was- conducted under contract with the

National Institute of Education. The opinions expressed are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National Institute
of Education, and no endorsement by the National. Institute of Education should
be inferred.
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What, exactly, defines and .distinguishes between a cooperative effort and a col-

laborative one? Are they, in fa t, different? What requirements and outcomes

may be expected from utilization of each?

There is some documentatio available which describes how an agency and a

component of a school district a school or several classrooms) work to-

gether in a joint effort. For the most part, these reports make no attempt to'

distinguish between cooperation and collaboration -- the two processes are

treated as if they were no different. Moreover, there is virtually no informa-

tion available which describes how a research unit might work comprehensively

across'a large school distrii/ct.

To gain insight into the cooperative and collaborative processes and to

contribute to the meager information presently available to those who are con

Al-.sidering similar-research /efforts, an effort was initiated by a schoolstrict

/

and a research center to,work together in a "collaboratiye" mode. It was anti-

cipated that the needs of the school district would be addressed, the goals of

the research center Would be met, and that a descriptive model for collaboration

would emerge. The effort was documented by an ethnographic, case study ap-

proach.

The report of that process is presented herein. Specifically, this paper

undertakes to describe:

(1) a brief sampling of the literature and reports of persons who have

worked together in similar joint efforts;

(2) a narrative of the context and events of the case study;

(3) an analysis and ideptification of the components and relationships re-

quired for both cooperation and collaboration;

(4) descriptive models of cooperation and collaboration, with predicted

outcomes of each.

.
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The Literature

Before plOtting a course across uncharted waters, it is useful to refer

to the body of thought and experieKces of others who may have passed that way

before. Three areas of the literature were sampled:

(1) con'cepts and parad.gms of organizational change and interorganization-
,

al behavior,'to gain a globll view of the scholarly perspective on groups work-

ing together;

(2) reports of agenc'es and institutions which "cooperated," "coordi-

nated," "collaborated," or "consorted,"..,,in order to gain some understanding of

the practitioner's point of view;

(3) 'similar reports, of research units which have worked with public school

people, tb scrutinize thps very sensitive relationship.

What the/Scholars Propoe

The work of behavoral scientists, social s, management spe-,

f

cialists and others tias specifically addressed the theory and operation of orga-

nizations and interordanizational relationships. The content reported here by

no means represents tile totality of concepts and models in this field. Yet, in -
I

retrospect, even this cursory selection of material might have offered some con-

structive input for the organizations involved in the case study.

Basic to the study of organizations and their activities is the study of

the individual of which the group is comprised. Moreover, individuals are

joined together in groups, small and large, and they interact
in these groups both as individuals and as groups ... an indi-
vidual cannot/ exist in isolation, but only in relation to other
individuals and groups (Miller & Rice, 1967, p. 14).

Thus; a theory of/ human behavior -- in addition to a theory of systems of activ-

ities -- is a requisite for a theory of organization. Miller and Rice further
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suggest that "individual and groups, however, have the capacity to mobilize

themselves at different times into many different kinds of activity systems..."

(p. 14). Therefore,.it would seem that the discrete consideration of individ-

uals within the relating organizations, with pertinent attention _to each indi-

vidual and his capacity to "mobilize" himself into action, is an important

corollary to assessing a group's capability for movement.

In examining groups linked in mutual endeavor, Van de Ven (1976) defines':an'

interorganizational yelition§hip (IR) as having taken place

when two or more organizations transact resources among each
other. .;.An IR is defined as a social action system on the pre-
mise that it exhibits the basic elements of any organized form of
collective behavior.

1. Behavior among members is aimed at attaining collective
and self-interest goals.

2. Interdependent processes emerge through division of tasks
and functions among members.

3. An IR can act as a unit and has a unique identity separate
from its members.

According to Van de.Ven, this relationship can be studied

in terms of structure (formalization, centralization and

complexity), process (direction and intensity of resource and
information flows) and ends (perceived effectiveness of the
inter-agency relationships) (p. 28).,

Similarly, organization'theorists who have studied and analyzed interorga-

nizational relationships and the internal behavior of the involved organizations

found that those

organizations with many joint programs tend to be more
complex, more innovative, have more active internal communi-
cations channels, and somewhat more decentralized decision-
making structures. No relationship was found between number
of joint programs and degree of formalization (Aiken & Hage,
1968, p. 912).

8
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These dimensions of structure (formalization, centralization, complexity) were

included by Paulson (1.974) in a critical study (of ten variables) and analysis

of Hage and Aiken's work.

Schermerhorn (1975) notes the growing literature of interorganizational

analysis and bemoans the lack of studies on cooperation. On the basis of a re-

view of the literature, he suggests motivators which influence interorganiza-

tional cooperation:

Organizations will seek out or be receptive to interorgani-
zational cooperation when faced with situations of resource scarcity
or performance distress... Organizations will seek out or be recep-
tive to interorganizational cooperation..when a powerful extra-
organizational force demands this activity (p..848).

Schermerhorn summarizes the potential costs to organizations for these coopera-

tive relationships: loss of decision-making autonomy; unfavorable ramifications

for organizational image or identity; or costs requiring the direct expenditure

of scarce organizational resources.

Beckhard (1975) states that making organizational interventions will not

result in change (to more cooperative or 'collaborative modes) that remains in

operation unless the following conditions are attendant:

a. There must be real dissatisfaction with the status quo; a high
enough level of dissatisfaction to mobilize energy toward some
change.

b. There must be in the organizational leaders' "heads" some picture
of a desired state which would be worth mobilizing appropriate
energy.

c. There must be in the organization leaders' "heads" a knowledge
and picture of some practical first steps toward this desired
state, if energy is tole mobilized to start (p. 424).

In a special issue of The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, entitled

"Collaboration in Work Setti'ngs," Eric Trist (1977) underscores the importance

of collaboration:

Since the ftesent work has become interdependent on a scale
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hitherto unknown, this has the implication that collaboration, for

the individual and organization alike, has acquired primacy over
competition. The many uses which the-latter still retains have

become subordinate (p. 270).

In this same volume, collaboration is defined by Appley and Winder (1977)

as a relational system in which:

1) individuals in a group share mutual aspirations and a common

conceptual framework;

2) the .interactions among individuals are characterized by "justice

as fairness";

3) these aspirations aneconceptualizations are characterized by
each individual's consciousness of his/her motives toward the
other; by caring or concern for the other; and by commitment
to work with the Other overAime provided that this commitment
is a matter of choice (p. 281).

Organizations utilize "cooperative strategies" as a means for managing

their interdependence with other organiiations. Thompson (1967) concludes that

these strategies involve various kinds of cooperation. The first is contract-
..

22, an informal consensus and more formal or negotiated agrements for the

future exchange of performances. Another is coopting, "the process of absorbing

new elements into the leadership or policy-determining structure" (p. 35) so as

to increase its stability, a more constraining kind of cooperation than con-

tracting. The third form of cooperation is coalescing, which is the engagement

of two or more organizations in a joint venture to reach goals. It provides a

basis for exchange and subsumes a commitment for future decisions made jointly,

an even more constraining form of cooperation than coopting.

What the Practitioners Report

There is a burgeoning body of literature emanating from the field of educa-

tion as institutions and agencies engage in working relationships in a variety

of modes. These reports come in large measure from the experiences of institu-

tions of higher education working with each other in a consortium for some
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mutual objective; from the programs of universities or colleges working with

public schools or other settings for preservice and inservice education, espe-

cially teacher training; from the activities of local, state and federal agen-

cies relating with each other or other community agencies in some joint endeav-

or. It seems worthy of noting the substantial number of accounts in the litera-

ture from the domains of cooperative/career education and adult/vocational/

community education -- there is much similarity and overlap in these areas. It,

appears that the nature of their ventures necessitates some form of_interorgani-

zationgl relationships for achieving their gogls and training objectives. What

have these groups who have been involved in some type of intergroup relation-

ships reported?

Consortia of_institutes of higher education. Patterson (1975) documents

an increase in the number of consortia, noting a 1968 listing of 31 groups and

300 member institutions, which had increased to 106 groups, 1100 member institu-

tions by 1975. These statistics refer to organizations voluntarily formed,

staffed by a full-time professional director, with three or four member institu-

tions, several programs, and tangible member support for the central organiza-

tion.

In "How Five Colleges Cooperate," Burn (1973) reports receiving numerous

reqUeSTS'for how to start a cooperative venture among institutions of higher ed-

ucation. It appears that the goals of these consortia are generally targeted

toward the efficient and effective use of resources across institutions.

Burn cites some of the problems experienced by tne.Five College Consor-

tium. Stresses stemmed from relinquishing institutional autonomy and the dis-

junction among the institutional academic calendars. Some of the costs noted

were: time for planning and meetings; developing structures for meetings across

institutions; meetings of deans, department chairpersons, secretaries, budget
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directors; a bus system, transportation for students between the colleges as

they attend courses offered on one campus open to all students in all the col-

leges. The benefits noted by Burn centered on expanded opportunities for stu-

dents and faculty; the assistance to the four private and one public, four

smaller and one larger college in student recruitment; the provision for hiring

husband and wife teams across campuses; and the opportunity to fill joint facul-

ty,appointments with an eminent scholar, not likely affdrdable by one college

alone.

How Was the cooperative venture accomplished? Councils or interinstitu-

tional representatives of departments met regularly oz-,ce or twice a year to plan.,

and discuss problems. A board of directors, composed of the presidents and/or

chancellors of-the colleges and the five-college coordinators met monthly to set

policy.and approve budgets. A group of deans/deputies from each college met

twice a month with the coordinator. Communication was important and each insti-

tution was kept informed of what was happening at the others. The more specific

steps of the process may be found elsewhere (Burn, 1973).

Partnerships of universities and colleges and public schools. In a report

entitled "A Tale of Dichotomous Desires," Metzner (1970 posits that, in the

past, university and school joint ventures have failed because of differing aims

and objectives of education held by the two institutions. He describes the lack

of agreement between education professors and elementary teachers and suggests

possible solutions to knsider for improving the prospects for joint endeavors.

The principal is, identified as the key individual in joint school-university re-

lations. Therefore, selection of the principal should be on the basis of his/

her understanding of the university's orientation. Furthermore, school faculty

selection for the joint endeavor should be focused on change-oriented teachers

who are identified by the following variables: 1) age -- young teachers are
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more open to change, 2) experience -- less experienced teachers are more recep-

tive, 3) inservice training -- those persons who've had more than the re-

quiredamount of training show greater `readiness for change,, 4) masters degree

-- teachers with this higher level of education tend to be more open to

innovation, 5) grade level placement -- upper elementary grade teachers are

more open, whereas resistance to new procedures increases as the grade assign-

ment decreases. A third consideration is the continual involvement of the

administration, school faculty, and university personnel in all ,stages of

,planning, evaluation and decision-making.

In a report on.a.joInt,school-university program, Sclyartz (1973) notes

that sharing decisions about staffing, budgeting and training program content

was a new experience for both university and public sChool_administrators. Yet,

the collaborative nature of the program. ,- -training teachers for urban schools

.11

44- required joint decision- making. The need for equal membership of university

faculty, and public school personnel on the policy-making committee is empha-

sized.

Howey and ,Cannon (1978) investigated the structure (number of persons from

each°institution) and process of collaboration in decision-making (how much each

person talked, asked questions, made statements). Their conclusions reiterate

the desirability of parity for each institution's representatives. Several

factors contributed to process parity: group process training, experience by

council members in collaborative decision-making, and an active role in meetings

by the team manager.

An explicit how-to-do-it model for a cooperative university and school dis-

trict effort has been developed by Hurwitz (1974). He presents three sets
,

of

guidelines, the first two addressed to the public school component. The third

set'describes strategies for staff development for members of both components.

13
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This'manual seems to be a useful docuMent for those interested in developing a

partnership focused on common goals between a university school of education and

school distf ia.

In a report from the New England Program in Teacher Education (1973), five

years of activities between schools and colleges in teacher activities is de-

scribed'. This study specifically addresSed the goal of collaboration among in-
-4._

stitutions and focuses on arrangements, activities, and projects which would de-
,

velop'the collaborative mode. One of the results of the study is evidence of

existing collaboration. For example, planning, development and evaluation of
j

activities is done jointly by teachers, principals, college professors, college

'administrators and student teachers. The collaborative process contrasts with

the project's initial' mode of operation which is described as cooperation.

This:contrast between cooperation and collaboration is indicated as follows:

'=cooperation two individuals or institutions reach some
mutual agreement, but their work together does
not prbgress1beyond this level.

Collaboration -- development of the mode of joint planning,
joint /Implementation and joint valuation
between key individuals or institutions.

In a recent offering by Lanier (1979), this distinction between cooperation

and collaboration is reinforced. Using the metaphor of the family, a mother

cooperates with her by allowing and encouraging his rock band to practice in

their home. The daughter cooperates with the mother by preparing hors d'oeuvres

for the mother's guests. These efforts" are cooperative; the activities are

mutually agreeable Out riot for mutual benefit.

The family collaborates in a family meal preparation; they each "offer some

form of expertise that is rewarding to all... (which) contributesto the well-

being of the whole group" (p. 408). Lanier's ideas provide a helpful starting
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point in distinguishing cooperation and collaboration; they are expanded in

the final section of this paper.

Projects of local, state, national agencies. Cooperation in community edu-

cation and community schools is based on alliances of colleges and industry or

business, representing a variety of styles of interagency cooperation. These

liaisons are generally described as efforts to identify needs, locate resources

and expertise, and then share, exchange, or barter for the common good. The

sharing and r!elivery of these resources and the allocation of independent re-

sponsibilities is the typical focus of cooperation for community education.

This sharing of resources is a prevalent theme in a number of reports (Parson,

1975; Weiss, 1975; Freidma, 1975; Ringers, 1976; Smith & Longnion, 1974).

After the important tasks of communicating and defining roles have been accomp-

lished, each agency moves in an independent fashion to execute its unique

assignments (Parson, 1975; Van Voorhees, et. al, 1977).

In an article on community education, Eyster (1975) suggests that the term

interagency collaboration indicates

more intensive, long-term, and planned concerted efforts
by community organizations than are usually implied by the terms
interagency coordination or interagency cooperation (p. 24).

This "more" is heavily dependent on the energies, commitment and talents of one

person who is a middleman or catalyst. Esterline (1976) defines the term coord-

ination as the exchange of needed resources between two organizations. Levine

and White (1961) reinforce this notion, explaining the relationship along com-

munity health and welfare agencies as involving an exchange system.

A variety of projects are investigating or supporting efforts for coordi-

nation or cooperation for various purposes: state-wide agencies and consortia

of postsecondary education (Grupe & Murphy, 1974); agencies involved in health

career education and training (Hood & Thompson, 1976); Title XX and social ser-

1
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vices (Title XX & CETA, 1976; CETA & HEW, 1976), regional Teacher Corps projects

(Mortensen, 1976); community recreational division's performing arts section and

school administratorS (Dwyer, 1974); and federal government agencies involved in

Manpower programs (Cassell, 1976).

These reports are from practitioners of diverse professional orientations.

Though not research-based, these sources contribute information on an operation- ;

al level about cooperation and collaboration and about the differences between

the two processes.

What the Researchers Share

There has been continuing and abundant discourse about interorganizational

cooperation and interagency behaviors pursuant to a shared goal, literature

which has excellent potential application for researchers and school people.

Ther'e is, however, a paucity of sources which report on the special requirements

necessary to suppOrt the sensitive relationships between researchers and re-.

search subjects working in d collaborative mode. Two reports from industry/

university researchers seem applicable to the educational setting. Walker and

Hampel (1974) suggest that one of the biggest deterrents to industry/university

research relationships is that universities do not know the needs of industries'

and industry does not know the capabilities of universities:

Themes which occurred and reoccurred ... was the need for more
means of identification. How can industry look into the vast number
of complicated universities and find out who knows what? How can
universities looeit_the equally complex array of industries- and
find out where the need's are, who is interested in 'what I an in-
vestigating and who will then make use of the information I dis-
cover? (p. 27) .e

Such issues, it seems, also plague schools and educational researchers.

Rahn and Segner (1976) delineate key ingredients for increasing industrial

and university interaction and.research: "communicationsmutual trust, in-

1
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terest, effective commitment, lasting relations and person-to-person relation-

ships" (p. 36). This is pertinent advice for those considering research inter-

actions, whether in industry, business or the nation's schools.

Research "on" schools. The traditional model of research, development,

dissemination', and (hopefully) adoption has been woefully lacking in meeting the

needs of educators. Educational researchers have generally .gone'about the bus-
,

iness of their work with singleminded effort. They identify airesearch need,

develop a research design, persuade the school to permit them entry, beguile the

subjects in the schools with esoteric descriptions of their sopliisticated work,

I

then depart when they have concluded "their" piece of research
I

"on" the school.

The practitioners in the schools may or may not ever be priviledged with access

to the research findings. If they are, one might speculate about the 'relevancy

of the results, and whether or not practitioners can interpret them inreaning-

ful ways and incorporate them into teaching practice. It Would be unfair and

unrealistic to suggest that all educational research of this sort has been with-
,

out value. There has been, however, sufficient negative commentary on this

theme to stimulate efforts for new research methods which utilize input from

practitioners at all phases of the effort, methods which are collaborative in

nature. Barber (1977) asserts there is a clear and present need for research in

schools as opposed to research on schools. This increasing need for in-school

research suggests a change in focus for the research community from the' tradi-

tional research on-the-school approach.

Research in schools. If researchers are to work "in" schools, this would

presume a change in their behaviors toward sharing the research process. One

prototype of how this might occur is that of the interactive model of Ward and

Tikunoff at Far West Lab (1976). This model brings together the teacher, the

researcher, the developer, and the teacher trainer. This consortium works
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together identifying the research problem, planning the research design, gather-

ing and analyzing, and reporting the data. The c.lassrooM teacher is a, major

participant in each step of the research process clearly, in-school re-

search.

Chittenden (1978) also reports of collaborative research undertaken with

teachers in classrooms. "Congruity between the teacher's agerida and that ofthe

researcher" is a necessity; important also is the fact that principal methods

of the study (observation) were .congruent with the teacher's ongoing concerns"

(p. 9). Incorporation of the perspectives of both researcher and practitioner,

at phases of planning, research, and data analysis, is being undertaken. SiMi-

larly, Florio and Walsh (1976) describe a blending of roles for classroom re-

'search in which both teacher and researcher work closely to pose, researchable

questions, formulate hypotheses., and gather and analyze data.

These models of classroom research appear to produce exciting results for

those involved. The researcher-users of the models are enthusiastic in their

appreciation for the teacher-researcher in their research role. Further, this

kind of collaborative work facilitates the immediate application of findings on-

site which enhance its problem-solving utility.

Research "with" schools. The apparent usefulness of the collaborative

model described aboveraises an important issue: how can this kind of research

be broadened so that it can impact more than the single, isolated classroom?

How can the collaborative relationship be extended to many classrooms or to an

entire school? A literature search was undertaken with this theme; it produced

few results. There appears to be no cohesive body of knowledge useful for

shaping the work between the research community and the public schools. Only

wo items from the literatdre appear to be relevant, both related to activities

> 13
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ongoing at the University of Pittsburgh Learning Research4and Development Center

(LRDC).

,McGrail and Brikel (1978) ..?eport on a relationship of the LRDC with an ele-
.

mentary school; they describe anumber of components necessary for an effective

relationship. This concise report, however, does not provide'a description of

the operationalization of the necessary components.

A second LRDC report., (Vaughn, 1978), describes at length the long-term (12

year) relationship of the center with a school district and one of its schools.

The school district agreed to work with the newly organized LRDC to develop pro-

ducts for conducting innovative instruction at a new school. currently under con-

struction (K-6 for 200 children). From the initial stage, researchers met with ,

the school district administrative staff and worked with the elementary teachers

for planning the proposed instructional program and to develop and implement the

new curricula. The ,major focus of this comprehensive report is the operations

of the LRDC in concert with the school district administration and the specific

elementary school staff. This was a "particular type of collaboration between

an R&D institution and a public school system," the aim of which was "model/

curriculum development" (p..203).

Two sets of recommendations were generated out of this experience. One set

addresses collaboration for the purpose of developing educational models and/or

instructional materials. Recommendations include developing a basis for inter-

action between the school system and the research institution, considering care-

fully the logistics and other contextual conditions under which the collabora-

tive project will function, and making sure that the goals of the work to be

done are clear to the school district.

The second set of recommendations focuses on collaborations of more general

purpose. Suggestions include resolving potential contentious issues before be-



/ Such hypotheses need testing. Clearly, there is a lack of research and a 'need

for studies which would provide insight and shed light on this relationship.

This paper is presented in the spirit of Vaughan and Houston -- to share

16

ginning a collaborative undertaking, reaching all decisions jointly, sharing

responsibility for project outcomes between researcher and practitioners. Such

practical suggestions addressed to researchers and school staff are useful as

they operationalize collaboration in a single school setting.

The ,Vaughan documentation was "undertaken to fill an obvious vacuum...and

to 'preserve what was learned about the processes of meshing research and prac-

tice" (p. 204). In a more recent paper, Houston (1979) repeats that

the paucity Of research on collaboratlion is astounding.
The literature is filled with case studie,and observations.
(describing) conditions, designs, and dreams.. Very few even at-

. tempt to analyze their operations (p. 333). °
, .

Houstqh cites the need for research, which would address such .complex Aspects of

collaboration as the structure of collaborative enterprises (organization, govT

ernance, management structure), problems of communication at,all leiels within -

and between institutions, and support and reward systems for the individuals,imr .

volved in the group effort.

Houton offers hypothe'ges derived from the literature, from his own exper-

ience and from common."lore." Examples of these are that 1) collaborative rela-

tionships'are more likely to grow from successful previous. experiences, 2) goals

which%are'clear and mutually held will aid collaboration, 3) achieving short-

term goals, will encourage a positive view and encourage progres,s, and 4) assump-

.tions and decisions in a collaboration seem to come out of personal experience.

with others the experience and knoWledge gained from the efforts of a r&search

center and a public school system in working together; to shed light on the com-

plicated processes of cooperation and collaboration. The remainder of this
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paper focuses on the participants' experiences as they interacted in an,effort .

0

to work together more effectively.
N

. Context and Narrative Description
.,.

, ..-

1
Beginnings tend to foreshadow much of what.fOnowS; '-things

begun carry their own mmentum (Lake & Ctllahcz 1971).

,

.

W- description Of the context of this e-Xperience and a narrative of events
v

wt1.1 help establish a perspective for understanding the cooperation/collabora-

I

tion processwhich &wilt-N. But first, it is appropriate to indicate the data
- .

souc. An ethnographer was designated to follow the activities of all individ
,)

ualsland" groups and to document events as they unfolded. This professional edu-

. cah r'had prior working relationships and credibility in both the school dis-
..

-,.." tri t and the research center. This provided the ethnographer immediate access
. , ., 4

°to persons in both organizations. .The ethnographer observed 'meetings of large/. . ., ? ,-
.

i-- and small groups:(formal and informal), received log's of telephone calls, and
0.T,

t
. .

, conducted one-to- one debriefing.interviews: 'A high level of trust was develop-

.
dd. Individuals frequently initiated reports of activities and recounts of in-

,

ractions among participants to the ethnographer, thus enriching the qualita-
,

/. i tive Ota being collected.

' In the second year of data collection, it became clear that not only were

many of the study participants reporting to the ethnographer-Tor documentation,

but also for therapeutic, purposes. This was acknowledged by several persons

/ who, at the conclusion of the dOcumentation period, said to the ethnographer

/
\

that they would miss the opportunity to visit and "unravel their heads."

i

/

The ethnographers easy entry into the system made sensitive information

1

...

immediately available. To obtain information previous to the ethnographer's.

0,
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inclusion in the project (September, 1976), interviews with those involved in

the project were conducted.

This case study is:written by the ethnographer who traced the development

of the Walnut Valley Public School District /Texas Research and Development

Center project beginning in September, 1976. The strategy for data collection_

was to folliow as broadly based as possible all actions and events which might

provide input or influence the collaborative effort. Therefore, documenting

current activities and processes and retrieving past history was deemed impor7

tant. Ati the outset, a specific product from the ethnographic effort was not

defined, /though a caset-study description of the collaborative relationship and

process ,between an R&D Center and a school system was a strong considera-

tion.

-Characters and Context

I

A brief description of the two organizations, their components and profes-

/

siona staff follow.

School district (WVPS). The major metropolitan school district has eighty

scho/pls, including nine high schools. It,is located in an aestheticajly appeal-
'

ing,
1

recreationally attractive, academically stimulating environment -- a gr6w-

ing city. It is large, with low profile industrial and governmental businesses

forming the tax base. The district has been involved with legal action relative

too desegregation for a number of years.

1

Two influential departments of the district's central administration were,

/
(active in the study. The Office of Evaluation, Research and Development (OERD)

responds to the school board's annual priority concerns for the district by pro-
/

viding input and support. Further, all programs are subject to review/by OERD

and a great deal of information is collected_ in classrooms by its staff. This

22



office is responsible for all research efforts which occur in the district. Ap-

plications fbr such activities are quite numerous. The director of this compo-

nent is a strong and nationally recognized leader in the area of school-based

evaluation, and is trusted and supported by the Board of Education.

The Division of Instruction, also involved inthe study, includes instruc-

tional coordinators who respond across the district to needs in various subject

areas. In addition, federal compensatory program planning staff fall under this

division. These federal planning persons are continually requesting information

and more effective strategies for improving practice. The director of this

division has been in the district many years as a building level and central

office administrator and is nearing retirement age. He manages his division

firmly; he, too, is well regarded by the board and "has their'ear."

Research center (UTR&D). For many years prior to the center's 1965 incep-

tion and since that time, individuals in the center have maintained relatively

close and continuous relationships with the district and various schools through

a series of research, development- and field testing initiatives. In 1973, as a

result of funding agency priorities and policies, the cenLer was reorganized

around'several relatively separate projects. While some institutional cohesion

and resource sharing was maintained, the research mission of the various pro-

,jects reduced inter-project communication and cooperation. Then, in 1976, a

specific project was established to draW together the center research projects

in a collaborative/cdoperative effort with the district. There was strong sup-

port voiced for this by the National Institute of Education (NIE), by UTR&D and

by the WVPS District. The project drew from each of the center's projects which

furnish different methodology and expertise:

Correlates of Effective Teaching (COET) contributes findings
from systematic classroom research about behaviors of effective
teachers.

.1,
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%

Teaching-Learning Interaction (TLI) identifies teaching stra-
tegies that have optimal effect with students of different learn-
ing styles.

4
. Evaluation of Teaching (E0T)fengages in the development of
prototype evaluation systems for the study of teacher training
programs.

Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) focuses on the under-
standing and facilitation of change in schools.

Each of these programs was represented by their respective directors who were

the principal center actors in the center/district relationship. The director

of'the center overall was the director of the WVPS/R&D project.

Narrative

A summary of the events of the two -year endeavor. follows a brief report or

earlier work between the UTR&D and WVPS District.

Early district/center relationships. The R&D Center, at its beginning, was

cosponsored by the local-university, by the disstrict, and the state education

Agency. From its inception, the R&D Center was actively involved in research

and development activities in the school district. The center's experimental

teacher education program was conducted in the district's schools. Many of the

center's research studies involving teachers and children have taken place in

these schools. With the forMalizing of the district's Office of Evaluation,

Research and Development, several of the center's research projects worked

closely with this divition, adjusting research questions and designs so that the

findings would be relevant and useful to the school system in addition to for-
t,

warding the center's research. There were ongoing working relationships between

the district and the center.

Getting closer. In the fall of 1975, the R&D Center approached the WVPS

District through OERD for the purpose of developing a closer relationship with

the schools. Across the nation, school-based evaluators had complained to NIE

r.
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that research was done in schools by researchers who didn't know anything about

schools. The R&D Center had a history of school-based research, so it was

thought that perhaps something could be learned about successful researcher-

practitioner relationships by studying the process.

In November of 1975, a meeting with WVPS administrators and R&D directors

reviewed what the center nad done in the past and discussed the potential for a

shared venture: "It would be nice to work together. How would we work to-

gether? What would we do if we work together? What expertise can we each pro-

vide?"

From November to January, 1976, there were discifssions with individual

school district administrators, including the superintendent. The superinten-

dent and directors were to survey the school administrative staff to assess

needs. 'The district, however, could not articulate research_needs. The staff

had other concerns:

Administrators (abo've the4rinOpal levOL had problems that

were not related to teaching or icist ctidri:- Rather, their concerns

/\
were with salaries, stipends, discietne, locating buildings, and

public relations.

Teachers seemed unable to articulate potential areas for research,

though they could talk about problems, which could be transferred into

research questions.

The instructional coordinators were a good source for under-

standing classroom problems, though they were:not primarily in the

decision-making stream, and the" amount of influence the3;, could wield

was 1 imi ted.

In January, 1976, a written survey was submitted by OERO to twenty aininis-

!

trators for the purpose of identifying problem areas which might be addressed by
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a classroom-based research study. Two or three responses resulted which were

not precisely articulated or directly related to the request. Administrators

seemed too concerned about other pressures to give it much attention.

Much energy was,spent'in this assessment effort. In the end, however, ar-

ticulation of the needs did not come from administrators,:but from OERD -- where

knowledge of achievement patterps in the district suggested'a possible area for

investigation. Evaluation data from many studies in the schools were indicating

that achievement gains for low SES children were not as high as desired. Con-

currently, the unique research thrusts of the projects at the R&D Center report-
..

\

ed new findings related to this problem. Key variables associated with in-.

creased achievement in the basic skills had been identified (Correlates of

I

1

lEffective Teaching and Teaching-Learning Interaction Studies Projects); new sta-

tistical conceptualizations and designs for evaluating, achievement gains had

een developed (Evaluation of Teaching Project); and the Concerns-Based Adopti)n
0

Project had been developing ways for studying and documenting implementation and

lad been advancing hypotheses about how to personalize and more effectively im-

plement planned change. It was reasoned that, in combination, these data

paseF, along with the skilled staffs of the WVPS and the R&D Center, had the po-

Itential for.. making a significant impact on the district's schools.

The center's project directors and staff from the district evaluation

l

office (OERD) held a series of meetings over several months to explore an de-

velop,0 plan for more extensive collaboration across projects within the center

and between the center and the school system. The goal of these meetings was

the development of a plan of action that would combine input from all of the

center'S'Irojects with school evaluation data to impact achievement of low SES

pupils.

2G
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Getting into gear,,May-November, 1976: seven months. From May through

November, 1976, center and GERD people met formally on thirteen occasions to

discuss project possibilities and feasibilities. At each meeting, the set_of

questions posed were: how do we initiate action; who will initiate; where do we

get ,started; is anything happening; who might do what/when; what is the degree

of commitment and priority; what is happening to the contract; where is the

money; what is the scope of work; what would be included? There seemed to be

confusion regarding many issues in both organizations. Finally, negotiations

for the project were completed with NIE.

It was projected that the collaboration would entail extensive analyses of

the WVPS data base generated from all of their previous evaluation studies. The

Evaluation of Teaching Project in the center would coordinate 'this effort. Con-

currently, the center's Correlates of Effective Teaching Project, with assist-

ance from the Teaching-Learning Interaction Studies Project, would review their

research findings and the literature to identify meaningful instructional and

teaching, approaches that were judged to have promise for influencing the

achievement of,low SES pupils. These two efforts would result in the develop-

ment of a set of proposed instructional approaches with a research base that the

various schools and teachers in WVPS District could implement in the succeeding

years. With implementation, the application of these approaches would provide a

fertile ground for further research and evaluation.

The CBAM Project's contributions to this coordinated effort were to be

three-fold. First, it would provide consultation about the planning and design

of the collaborative thrust, to ensure that the effort would be accepted by the

various consfitutiencies involved. Secondly, the, project would develop guide-
.

'lines for implementing the teaching and instructional components once these were

identified. And, thirdly, CBAM Project would document, using a case study meth-
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odology, the further development of this unique collaborative effort between a

national R&D Center and a school system.

Questions for the "low SES achievement" study were specified, and the re-

search design was refined through interaction of the center and the district's

staff. The district'5 Board reviewed the design and approved it.

Meanwhile, in response to a suit fiTed six years previously, a plan for de-

segregation of WVPS schools was called for by the federal courts. That plan was

to be formulated by the Board concurrently with the filing of an appeal by the

Board to the U.S. Supreme Court to hear the case. It was felt by center and

district project participants that the possible desegregation activities might

'positively influence the implementation of promising research findings, which

would aid in improving the low achievement scores°. -

December, 1976-February, 1977: three months. On December 7, 1976, dis-

trict and center people met to review progress. Two literature searches on

teaching strategies related to low SES pupil achievement were completed-by COET,

though project staff were not satisfied with the quality; supplemental searches

out of COET's Work would therefore be done. The district reported that the very

recent court ruling on desegregation had not diminiShed the task -- it was cri-

tical to keep moving ahead. The center reported that the NIE contract came

with no signature and was rejected and sent back for signature. It was also re-

ported that all Washington bureaucrats were standing around quaking and shaking

in their boots (presidential transition period) -- nothing was happening.

This December 7th meeting focused, as did subsequent ones on January 10,

13, and 14, and February 10 and 28, on how to translate the research findings

into practice for impact on the district. Suggested alternatives were to gain

entry through limited individual contacts, staff development, teacher evalua-

tion, Title I, instructional coordinators, brochures, principals, area adminis-

28
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trators, and/or Division of Instruction. The questions were: who should do it,

how to do it, and when to do it? A second topic of these meetings was the issue

of the center's making a choice of a future role for working with the district.

Wide ranging discussion centered on possible center roles. OERD district people

suggested teacher evaluation as a potential area for the center to be involved

with the district. The center posture on this notion was reluctance to be as-

sociated with such a sensitive area as teacher evaluation.

Seldom were minutes taken for the meetings and, during this time period,

the same topics were recycled -- how to gain entry; what role did the R&D Center

wish to have in the future? Perhaps it was thought that the documentor would be

relied upon for a minutes-taking task, though there was no clarity in this re-

gard. Some participants had assumed that the ethnographer was keeping the vari-

ous parties informed of each other's actions; the ethnographer assumed the role

was to be a,documentor, with no additional involvement. It is clear that, at .

this point, the-Foie had not been thoroughly spelled out.

March-May, 1977: three months. After months .of continual questing for en-

try into the district in order to introduce the results of the work already

underway, a meeting was held in March with COET and the district's Division of

Instruction. The result of this meeting was a two-page summary of the divi-

sion's perceptions of the district's needs for research and development. COET

promised to react with what could be done to accommodate the needs, and to pro-

. vide a time line.

At the end of May, 1977, an agreement was reached by COET and the Division

of Instruction to address the problems of classroom management. Information

would be gathered in classrooms at the first of the school year, and at contin-

uing points, to discover what variables contribute to how effective teachers set

29
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up their rooms at the outset of the year. Information would also be collected

on the strategies which teachers continue to utilize throughout the year.

The original focus of the district/center working relationship was initiat-

ed with OERD on the special "probleMS in low SES pupil education, which was a

district priority. COET's previous work on this problem had focused on a plan

to employ selected principles of classrOom management from the research findings

being generated out of the literature and apply them to a treatment group ac-

companied by a research design to. study the effects. However, it seemed that

the hard data were not available. As a result, attention now was refocused on
a

"the start of the year," a careful study, which would be examined for successful

teacher behaviors. Theselbehaviors would comprise a report or some vehicle

which would be recycled through the Division of Instruction. Thus, explora-

tions to gain entry for the application of literature review findings were

shelved by COET. Direction changed; a focused observational ,study of classroom

organization and management by COET with the Division of Instruction in WVPS

District was now scheduled to occur. :Meanwhile, OERD continued to distribute

summaries of the literature reviews and continued to work on low SES pupil

achievement by doing analyses of test data of minority students in a longitu-

dinal design. Such ongoing work was achieved through the district/center pro-

ject funds which were made available directly to OERD for reorganizing its data

bases, for developing a reliable and feasible system of identifying ethnicity/

SES status of individual pupils, and for producing a number of reports based on

existing district data which they also distributed.

June-August, 1977: three months. In June, as the design (sample, metho-

dology, questions, etc.) for the observation study was being generated, an NIE

site review of the project was announced. Reflecting on the year, some OERD
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staff saw themselves'as communicating most frequently with COET about the pro-

ject. At this time, however, they were also eyeing EOT as possibly able to help

with teacher evaluation -- an upcoming task they saw,as very big and very impor-

tant.

During June and July, in large and small meetings, teacher evaluation was

a topic strongly promoted by OERD as. one about which the district needed help;

teacher evaluation:was a high priority for OERD. Discussions between OERD and

center staff were focused on attempts by R&D to acCommodate,these needs. In
_

July, at the NIE site visit meeting, approval was given for the involvement of

EOT, through technical assistance, for the development of the district's teacher

evaluation system. In summary, there was to be a double- focu's of R&D effort -

with WVPS District.

During July and Aunust, COET continued to design the research, develop

measures, and prepaiT for the classroom study,,so that on the last day of Augu-st

researchers were in the schools. Simultaneously COET was disseminating-the re-

ports prepared from the literature reviews to various district staffs (and to

interested parties on the university campus). The effort by the project to

impact the system broadly had been abandoned; to infiltrate the system, to the

degree possible, was now tne way to 'go.

Communication. During this same period, some communication strategies were

identified. In an effort to be informed, the NIE monitor asked the-documentor

to regularly report on what was happening in-the project. Thus, a very brief'

summary of-events and situations was provided every few months. Two program di-

rec% in the center described a critical need for the center director (who was

also the WVPS/R&D project director) to be kept informed of activities across the

center as the various center staffs worked with each other and components of
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the district. Thus, the documentor was asked to provide an update every two

weeks.

In October, a COET persoh was designated to report periodically to both

OERD and the:DiVisiori of InstuCtion; a second COET person was identified to

serve as an internal communicator within the center. The identification of var-

ious persons to serve in communication roles came as a result of need perceived

by various participants and the project director. A similar perceived need, in

November, resulted in a'formal request to the documentor to serve as a communi-

cator between the center coverall and OERD, to make'information exchanges more

frequeht. An informal communications link between an OERD individual dating a

center person also provided a more casual exchange of information during this

period.

4

.Tooling up for #2, teacher evaluation, September-December, 1977: three

months. In September, in the R&D Center,-a common observation from EOT was

"we're-working our tails off" in the teacher evaluation study. Because of t'he

tight time frame, activity in relation to the teacher evaluation development was

quite intense. A cquple of EOT people spent an entire night completing the

preparatory task in Order to have things ready in OERD's time line. On the

other hand, OERD was more accustomed to working under short time contraints.

It was not unusual for the staft,to work around the clock at critical times,

so they did not view their demands on EOT as unreasonable. Because of these

differences in typical work style, OERD staff concluded that the R&D Center

didn't ha've time, resources, or interest in the teacher educcition project;

however, they valued the contribution that EOT did make. The design for

delivery to,leachers and the mechanisms for obtaining and organizing feedt'ick

was viewed by OERD as a most useful joint endeavor with EOT, providing results

. much. richer than would have occurred had OERD worked alone.
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IQ early December, after the first phase (instrument construction) was

completed, OERD and EOI outlined tasks and time lines for the next phases of

.teacher evaluation. Ideas were exchanged; resources for doing the ,.,ork were

discussed. EOT stated they had limited resources but were highly interested.

No concrete plans were formulated.

-What is collaboration? November-December, 1977: two months. In summary,

COET was pursuing the classroom organization study, supported by the major pro.-

ject resources and approved by NIE. The results of this work were to be dissem-

inated to low SES schools. Simultaneously, EOT had become involved withOERD in

the teacher evaluation study; the effort had als6 received NIE approval. How-

ever, 'there were limited funds for both of the endeavors, resulting in growing

stress.

To exacerbate this situation, OERD was responsible for all data collection

and studies in schools. In a November meeting, OERD explained that teaching and

administrative staffs in schools were concerned about all the data collection

activities going on in schools. Data collectors were running into each other;

data collection had to be better controlled so as not to be disruptive. The in-

ference was that COET was-collecting a great deal of data which must be monitor-

ed by It_appeared that OERD was _now_ beginning -to- become aware of the ex-

tent of the data collection.

An additional message from OERD was that the low -SES pupil achievement

problem, the original focus of project, was no longer viable as_a collaborative

vehicle, though the district continued its work in this area. OERD encouraged

teacher evaluation as the focus for collaboration. This prompted the comment,

made by OERD, that there had been no attempt to define collaboration very early.

33
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on -- there were different perceptions of what it 'meant to different groups.

There followed a discussion of collaboration and cooperatjon2 after which the

meeting ended with no closure except for the suggestion to go along doing what

was currently being done by the various members.

Through December, the two groups working on classroom organization and

teacher evaluation exchanged views in small and large group Meetings. The focus

was collaboration, what it meant, how to do it, which project could more reason-

ably facilitate such a working relationship, whether both projects could con-,

tinue with support and increased-funding from NIE.

Two efforts continue, January-May, 1978: five months. The evaluation of

teacher5 was a politically sensitive subject. In January, after the evaluation

plan was accepted by the _Board, it was thought advisable by OERD to let the dust

settle. No OERD research operations with respect to teacher evaluation would

take place until fall. There was currently no need or concern for resources, no

need for support from EOT until the next year.

In February, in a series of meetings,,E0Tand-OERD were charged to prepare

a proposal which would present an outline, sketch out the past, report on cur-

rent discussions, and prioritize a range of possibilities for the WVPS/EOT col-

laboration. The project director was encouraging this group to reach consensus.

Concurrently, meetings of COET with the WVPS Division of Instruction resulted in

the go ahead by the school district for COET to make plans to replicate the

.classroom study in junior high school math and English classes the next fall.

2The content of this conversation will be described in the Synthesis
section of this paper.
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In late April, an informal review, Of activities requested by the NIE moni-

tor prompted the two groups to meet again, separately with the reviewer. The

EOT/OERD group reported that they'd given much time and effort in planning and

that their proposal was coming together. The NIE meeting with COET and the WVPS

Division of Instruction staff provi'cied the opportunity to discuss the possibil-

ity of EOT's using COET data collectors for the teacher evaluation research.

This notion was an effort to conserve funds.

In May, OERD decided that the 'sensitivity of teacher evaluation and the

need to procure permission from'2500 teachers made it difficult and "unethical"

for an outside agency (EOT) to do a broadrscale reliability and validity study

which EOT had in mind. Therefore, EOT would do a reduced part of what had pre-
!

viously been planned -- a major change in the sample size. EOT was not inter-

ested in the data which had been obtained already. It did not follow their re-

search interests. It seemed that OERD would now consider EOT's work as a sup-

plement to WVPS work rather than a major thrust.

At this time, OERD repOrted that "true collaboration" was just not poss-

ible. "A cooperative project with-the R&D Center that takes into account OERD

and district interest will happen when needs and time schedules permit working

together."' Because collaborative research together was not feasible, no struc-

---tured collaborative work with the center was scheduled.

Synthesis:/ What Was Learned About Cooperating and Collaborating

... high/ horse pronouncements come trotting forth on wobbly
Zegs (Kilpaqick, 1978).

O

Change in attitudes, behaviors, or relationships do not occur solely as a

result of wishful /thinking, stated desires or enthUsiastic announcements. The

volumes of dquthentation have been reviewed, the experiences of these two insti-

'3 5
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Autions have been reflected upon, and data have been sifted. ttention may now

be fbcused on what was learned about working together. This eport is in two

parts: 1) findings which reinforce what is currently known about institu-

tional attempts to work together, and 2) findings which. cOn ribute"to what is

not so well understood, that is, distinguishing interinstitutional cooperation

from interinstitutional collaboration. This section then concludes with the

tpreSentation of models.and examples which distinguish coo eration and collabo-

ratibn.

Rediscovering What is Known

From reports in the literature, accumulated folk isdom and common knowl-

edge, a great deal is known about what is needed if o ganizations are to work

effectively together. The experiences of the participants in this project vali-

dated the importance ,of several considerations.

Gaining entry. A great deal of project time, energy and attention was di-

rected to the problem o- entry. The concern was or how the center would not

intrude but could "get with" district staff in o derto broaden the base of in-

terinstitutional relationships. Individuals le rned that the development of

personal ties which precede entry are an absol/te necessity., The director of

OERD had a long established professional relationship with directors in the cen-

ter. It was the OERD director wt.° initiated /district interest and activity to

join with the center.

These personal ties provided a toe-hold, so that center individuals could

be brokered in by a trusted source. This person was an entree and paved the way

for others into the system. The OERD di ector, who was highly regarded 4 the

superintendent and Board of Trustees, w s influential in gaining the district's

acceptance and support of the joint wo k to be done. At another entry point,

j
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the "take a product, what do you need that we can do" approach was very effec-

tive, indicating a willingness. to share capability and an openness to needs.

This posture gaincd the Division of Instruction director's appreciation and

opened the door to interactive work. It should be noted that the broker tactic

was also employed with this division to effect admittance.

Entry must be nurtured and maintained and this was done through continuing

informal incidents, personalized contacts with one or two center people and one

or two district people present. Small breakfast interactions were a favorite
/

with the Instruction Division director. Center people used this format as a

time and place for ongoing interaction.

Maintaining communication. In the second year of working together it be-

came evident to many individuals in thee center that the information flow and ex-

change must be strengthened, both internally, and externally, horizontally. and

vertically, intrainstitutionally across the .programs in the center and inter-
,

institutionally with the district. As has been reported, one of the center pro-

grams identified a person to communicate with other programs within the center

and a person to report to the directors of OERD and the Division of Instruction

in the district. The ethnographer for the ongoing study was requested by the

center director to serve as a communicator across the center with the center

program directors and between the center and the district OERD director. These

arrangements were made as a result of escalating complaints -- the "right-hand

not knowing what the left-hand was doing."

How calendars contribute to misfit. The district was accustomed to the

identification of annual priorities established by the board, to which district

interests and resources would respond in a focused way during that year. This

meant that district plans were related to activities whose duration could be ex-

pected to be one year. At the end of the year, reports were written and the

37
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topic closed. Whether a priority would continue to be a focus for action after

one year was uncertain. This was in contrast to the norms of the center where

proposals for research activity are generated by project staff to cover an ex-
.

tended period of time (2-5 years), with analysis and reporting considered in the

calendar.

An additional "calendar clash" was the the difference in the two organiza-

tion's normal lead time for establishing appointments. Center staff set up en-

gagements and filled appointment slots six to eight weeks in advance, whereas

the district arranged appointments on twenty-four hours notice. Both organiza-

tions came to acknowlege this difference, laugh about it, and endeavored to com-

pensate through mutual awareness of the problem.

Differing views. One of the strengths credited to the collaborative pro-

cess is the variety of, backgrounds, expertise, and perspectives contributed by

various group members. Whereas this variance contributes to the richness of the

resources, it can also contribute to divergence of purpose or goals in a number,

of aspects:

1. Varying agendas

Individuals involved in the project came in with an array of profess-

ional agendas. One person needed money to support research believed important.

Anotner, who was a leader and officer of a national professional organization,

was looking for a dynamic project worthy of national attention. A third parti-

cipant was interested in testing research measures and in establishing a base

from which to negotiate for other research projects. Only one person was focus-

ed on model building, ostensibly the overarching purpose of the project.

2. Perceptions of individual's actions

That the behaviors of one individual can be interpreted by others in
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in a variety of ways was abundantly demonstrated. As an example, the same.set

of comments and actions were variously translated by different persons:

a. "He's unreasonable about his definition, he wants free

labor for what he wants done."

b. "He's right on but nobody listened to him.",

c. "He's turned around 180 degrees from three months ago,

standing on his head."

d. "He's an elitist and thinks nobody can do such a

grandly visionary job."

3. Expectations for leadership

It was assumed that a new model for collaborative inquiry into public

school problems would emanate as the staffs of the school district and research

center worked together on a problem to be :dentified. The leader apparently as-

sumes that this would best result from a style of leadership which required

staying out of the participants' way while they went about the task. This view

of leadership was not acceptable to those.who felt that "things are floating,"

and should be more directly managed. The topic of appropriate or acceptable

leadership was not addressed by the group, which resulted in a good deal of

frustration for some individuals.

Distinguishing Cooperation and Collaboration

Well into the working experience, concern in both institutions over how

time, efforts, and resources were being deployed stimulated an examination of

what collaboration entails and what discrepancies there were in individual and

institutional perceptibns about it. Exchanges of letters; discussions in meet-

ings and sharing with the ethnographer provided opportunities for clarifying

34
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and conceptualiting the distinction between the two modes of operation.'

Views on Collaboration

It was acknowledged that there were different perceptions of what it means

to collaborate. One person stated that OERD had provided access to school

people and entry into the sytem; R&D provided WVPS with a subcontract so that

they made decisions and spent money -- "in short, work as a full partner."

Another person suggested that EOT was collaborating with OERD by offering tech::

nical assistance on the teacher evaluation system which the district wished to

be developed. A. third person observed that there had been true collaboration

with EOT and OERD but that this had been a very chancy phenomenon and a rear

fluke; it had happened because.one of the principals was in it for what could be

gained and was ."basking in the glory" of being in a new,position of attention.

"When two sets of people who are cooperating get along well enough iwshar-
,r,

ing tasks, they move along a continuum into collaboration; there is no distinct

difference," another person stated. He further suggested Oat collabbration.is

an extreme form of cooperation. Another individual stated that collaboration .

demands some give and take; it must be mutual.

Models,of-Cooperation and Collaboration

Synthesizing the perceptions about the researchers-school district rela-

tionship resulted in the development of two models (see Figure 1).

Project participants shared, "Obviously, we are doing two different

things." They acknowledged that two models had been, demonstrated in the two

different thrusts of center-district activity, that explicating the two models

was the most valuable outcome of the study, and that the two resultant models

were "dead center on target," in terms of the processes involved.

0



Figure 1

Research Unit and School System Relationships

Model A

COOPERATION

Research on or for Schools

Model B

COLLABORATION

Research with Schools

Steps in the Process

1. Researchers enter the school system
as experts to study a problem.

2. Researchers 'do a study related to
needs identification.

3. Researchers report back on what
they find; a product results.

Researchers keep school system
informed at intervals.

Communication
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1. Researchers enter school system
and offer their expertise.

2. Researchers and school system
join forces to plan and to execute
project.

3. Researchers and school system
jointly design the study.

4. Researchers and school system
jointly collect and analyze data.,

. Researchers and school system
constantly interact across in-
stitutions at all levels.

Resources/Ownership

Researchers provide expertise
and resources.

School system provides setting,
sample, problem.

. "Us/them" process mode develops
(individual proprietorship).

Researchers and school system pool
resources and capabilities.

. Mutual funding is obtained.

"We" process mode develops
(system ownership).

Requirements/Characteristics

. A problem area is identified.

Permission is obtained to work on
,the problem.

. Unilateral leadership is characteristic.

. Central control is characteristic.

4

. Time and energy is expended.

. Action and risk-taking people are
involved.

. Meetings (large and small) are
necessary.

. Compromise is necessary.

Fusion of combined staffs develops.

Contributions of different kinds
of expertise takes place.

Dispersed leadership is characteristic.

Shared mutual control is characteristic.

. Shared goal(s) are characteristic.
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In Model B, Collaboration, more time is required in meetings, but the out-

comes are greater; Model B requires fusion or combining of staffs, each contrib-

uting different kinds of expertise so that the staff becomes joint. The example

here was that of EOT and OERD--that their collaboration had become a happy mar-

riage, with different but equal outcomes for .both partners, with the qualityof

the product so much higher with mutual input. In contrast, COET's work with the

district Division of Instruction at the planning level was collaborative, but,at

the operational level there was no combination of staffs (Model A, Coopera-

tion).

In a totally collaborative model, there needs to be communication at all

levels of the organiiational hierarchy. It is critical to have multiple kindsk.

of liaisons. This means that it is essential in a collaboration to'have, in

addition to large group meetings, one-on-one informal and fairly direct con-

tacts, Communication has to be geared to meet individual needs'and to resolve

personal concerns.

Ongoing work (both individual and group tasks) and the outcomes of that

work must be mutually satisfying. For example,'the'data should be designed to

serve the interests of both researchers and school practitioners. EOT's elabo-

rate sampling design for the teacher evaluation study provided a richer base of

data, more informative to OERD, tnan would haVe existed if the district had

worked alone. Likewise, EOT could do research on field-based evaluation sys-

tems, an important 'opportunity for them.

On the other hand, COET addressed district questions and the needs of its

practitioners for study. Though the district was not a co-researcher with

COET, COET consulted with the district about questions they wanted answered. It

was suggested that COET had Oeveloped a cooperative effort with the district and

that EOT liad evolved a collaborative one. A participant's concluding note was
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thcat collaboration was a "more completely effective co- partnership-than had

ever before happened."

Conclusions and Implications

The participants shared their views with the ethnographer and engaged in

distinguishing cooperation and collaboration. Conclusions and implications

about the two models follow.

'Conclusions

Iiiterinstitutional cooperating can be viewed as a model wherein one insti-

tution is primarily involved in the task; the second institution has helped to

identify the problem or given sanction for so doing. Cooperating has been

characterized as "allowing" and "encouraging." "Cooperative efforts ... are

things .we do for each other's individual well being" (Lanier, 1979, p. 407).

This definitiori fits very well with the school district/research center's con-

cept- of.cooperation and its outcomes. That is, results fill either the re-

searcher's needs, such as provision of a field site for doing their own re-

.

searai, or the school system's need, such as obtaining data or data processing

Capabilities: In contrast, the products of collaboration are jointly owned and

,,
meet theieeds'elfboih institutions. There is an understood shared task objec-

.

. five-i, there isJeadership toward it. The promise of mutually rewarding gains

"frovides a poWerful incentive for the collaborative process. Whether these

shared outcomesare the "chicken or the egg" of collaborating remains an enigma

-- the point is, collaboration "achieve(s) a common end" (Lanier, 1979, p.

408).

Additional bent.fits accrue as a -esult of the collaborative relationship.
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Study participants cited an increased appreciation of other's capabilities and

expertise.\i eing involved, not only in planning but in :4e7;_bperationalization

of the work, individuals became aware of and valued what their colleagues in the

research center or school district were able to do. There was increased aware-
-

ness and-6hderstanding of the problems which wcre encountereq,and had to be

overcome in order to get things accomplished. \
toThe shared activities and experiences, in essence, add up he develop-

ment of "closer relationships." This is an effective outcome which grows out of

task-focused interaction between persons who exchange.respect and apprecla-

Implications

"I'm not sure that collaboration is possible. If our interests follow each

other then perhaps'in an informal Way we can work on things together but in a

formalized kind of way we may not be able to do this." This comment from one of

the study participants may mean that cooperating may be possible when coliab-

orating is not. 'A cooperative project with R&D that takes into account dis-

trict interest can happen easily; collaborative research together is not a pos-

sibility unless needs and time schedules permit. Then we will work together,"

tne participant continued. Another school system participant reflected, "We

don't have time to collaborate. We're more into your provision of resources and

your sharing them with us. We have found that to be a very effective and pro-

ductive way to work and so we're more into the cooperative mode." A further ex-,

ample of decreasing interest in collaboration is indicated by the comment, "The

R&D Center does very good research and there may be more value to letting them

do research and then give it back to us without involving us in all the plan-

ning, in all the energy, all tne time, and so forth."

44
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In summary,, cooperation is an effective model; the products are viewed as

substantial and vAluable. The process, however, and perhaps the outcomes,

differ in some respects from that of collaboration.

The degree of contribution from each organization is greater in collabora-

tion:

1. Needs and `interests -- The extent to which both organizations share

needs and interests.. can determine their propensity to work together. As they

identify similar symptoms and share the same pains, they can be drawn to solu-
,

tion sharing. 'Needs demand changes. Thus, -the need is there and does not have

to be created. There must be a sense of gain for each in joining together; wnen

the gain is mutual, collaboration is more likely to occur.

2. Time -- Participants in the study assessed the collaborative relation-
\ ship as too time consuming and, therefore, unworkable. Certainly,Ithe work life

of school practitioners is tightly jammed and finding time to collaborate in

such an enterprise is probably very difficult. The lesson here is that a much

greater mount of time is required for collaboration than cooperation.

3. Energy -- Involvement of persons in all aspects of the collaborative

venture requires a great deal of effort on the part of all. Reaching-out

people, action-taking individuals who will expend a great deal of energy are

needed to sustain the collaborative spirit.

4. Communication -- targe and small meetings and interactions are an on-

going requirement of collaborating institutions. The interactions must occur at

all levels across both institutions. Cooperating may be sustained by regular

but infrequent reporting. -The collaborating mode is a sharing one and sharing

is grounded in continuing and frequent communication':

5. Resources -- Obviously, an effort which requires more in terms of staff

time and energy will be a more expensive operation. Supporting such an endeavor
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requires more resources. Collaborating institutions share resources, not only

committing funds and staff, but other forms of support as well. Each contri-

butes and the "tab" is higher in terms of paying the expenses.

6. Organizational factors -- Collaborating means making connections with

people. To the extent that each institution has an' internal cohesion and a

sense of unity, interinstitutional interactions can be faci,itated. An organi-

zation which pulls together is more ready to team with other organizations.

However, even in an overall cohesive organization, there may be obstructive' in-

dividuals. One of the impeding factors cited by a participant in this study was

that "there had been structures in- the organization which did not make it pos-

sible for collaboration to happen. .A critical person had been a bottleneck and

as not able to be collaborated with." Certainly collaborating individuals with-
0

in'OrganizationS encourage or promote collaboration betweeninstitutions.

7. Perceptions -- Taking the pulse orchecking the perceptions of others

by key persons in botn organizations-contributes to the collaborating climate.

The willingness to stand in another's boots and view the world from someone

else's position contributes to give and take.

8. Fusion -- As organizations increase in their ability'to assimilate in-

put from each other and reach mutually agreeable compromise, so do they move to-

ward collaborating capability. As individuals ,give up or modify unilateral

goals for the "good" of group goals or objectives, the two staffs develop a

fused status -- one group.

9. Control -- When participants increase in their willingness to relin-

quish personal control and incur more risk, then the environment becomes more

open and flexible and the relationship of. the two institutions can move more to

collaboration. Collaboration is aided by a tolerance for ambiguity, another

form of the absence of control. For persons who require that everything be
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specified and stable, engaging in collaboration is very difficult. The coop-

erating model might be a better match between these people and the process.

10. Personal traits -- "If there is any special personality characteristic

needed to function through this (collaborating) fpproach, it is probably simply,

patience" (Murray & Smith, 1974, p. 14). To that, should be added persist='

ence.

What Did/Didn't Happen: A Few Questions

A year anda half later, after the completion of the study and documenta-

tion of the district/center effort, what were the outcomes? COET has provided

literature reviews with accompanying short synopses to the district for distri-
.......___ .

,

bution on individual request and to groups for inservice purposes. These are

well received and valued by those district persons (coordinators, some princi-

pals and teachers) who have learned of their availability and procured them for

some specific purpose. In addition, a classroom management study (in grade 3

classrooms) by COET was concluded; a replication of the management study in the

junior high school by COST was also concluded. These studies are two of a pro-

gramMatic series for COET; cooperation continues and is valued by both parties.
-:,

No other-footprints are left in the dust by the work of either institution.

Similarly, it is difficult to detect any impact of the effort on any of ,the, par-

ticipating individuals. The CBAM person charged with developing implementation

strategies drifted out of the action in midstream of the project. This individ-

ual had continually predicted that tne "collaboration" wasn't going to work and,

therefore, he wasn't going to devote a lot of time to it. He did, however,

spend a great deal of time in large and small group meetings, pursuing implemen-

tation strategies and providingcounsel to the district's staffs. He typically

directed his energies to his project's pursuits, as he still does.

( 4 P...

t

.-.
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It remains a question whether his lack of involvement contributed to a self-

fulfilling prophecy.

The EOT people contributed to the teacher evaluation system but were denied -

a major study of the system and its processes. They subsequently did a minimal

study with a reduced sample of volunteer teachers. Data were collected and

analyses are still in process; at this time no product is available.

Prior to this project; the COET staff were in the schools doing their

classroom research for which they designed, collected, and analyzed data. Dur-

ing the project (and to the present) the COST staff are in the schools"doing

their classroom research for which they design, collect and analyze data.

E-RD,res-pondss-t-1-1-1tothes-choo-1boardi-sannu-alpr-ior-i-t-i-es,They col-lect

data and write year-end reports each June. However, one influence on OERD from

the experience is that they do not now close out annually the focus of their

activity. 'Low SES pupil achievement still is a focus of attention; teacher

evaluation continues to be studied. Having given up on their explorations for a

visionary type of school district/research center "collaboration" and having

rung the death knell for any further attempts, they are uninvolved'in any col-

labdrative efforts and seek none. They continue in what has been labeled "co-

operation," their previous relationship with the center.
44

Similarly, the Divion of Instruction, which probably never heard of col-

laboration during the project period, provides sanction and opportunity for the

center's "cooperative" research relationship.

What has changed? NLt to nothing. Clearly, the project did not achieve

institutionally the results or meet,the objectives that were espoused by the

three proponents, (NIE, R&D, WVPS) at the outset. What started as a grand,new

effort for institutidnal collaboration converged into the traditional model

of cooperation. Certainly the was not a complete loss, but, clearly, it

4
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never'evolved into the collaborative model it was intended and proclaimed to be.

It reverted back to the cooperative, permission-giving mode: the center came.

/ in, did its thing, shared its results.

It is not the intent of this writer in any way to denigrate or to deny the

considerable outcomes of the working relationships described in this paper. The

actors contributed cooperatively to tho various ventures described. It should

be made abundantly clear that utilizing the cooperation model can result in high

'levels of productivity; cooperation is valued. There is no intention to "repre-

sent collaboration as a supreme virtue, an end in itself, which these poor mor-

tals failed to achieve through self-intereSt, low energy, resistance, or other

human weaknesses" (participant's comment).

It should be noted that the school district and research center paused in

their work with eacn other to confront, briefly, the issue of collaboration/ co-
,

operation and to make some statements about it. They made an effort to sort out

the differences betWeen the two processes, whereas initially the terms collabo-

ration and cooperation were used interchangeably. This reflection provided some

insights into each model. The questions can now be asked: why did the two

institutions back off from collaboration and revert to the traditional roles?

Why did they not continue to pursue the coll,aborative vision?

At the-outset, did participants know the requirements of collaboration?

The two institutions appeared to understand some of the roles and behaviors and

responsibilities for a collaboration by the end of the effort. Was the failure

to collaborate because participants wanted only to give lip service to that

objective, maintain the faith without costs? Were the costs too high? Did Par-,

ticipants know the costs at the outset?

Was it because of a lack of a common goal? The purpose of the project was

not really made clear. A lack of consensus and the lack of a compelling central

4!)
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focus permitted two competin research thrusts to develop. What was envisioned

as a broad institutional co laboration gradually coalesced into subsystem speci-

fic foci. Several of the individuals were operating with their own personal

agendas.

Was it because of 4/lack of strong leadership? At the start, leadership

was kept low-key. S c a style was expected to permit participating members to

initiate mutual ended ors on their own. The low-key style was accompanied by a

lack'of pressure on individuals to shift behaviors in order to facilitate col-

laboration. In hindSight, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that, in the col-.

laborative model, there must be strong or catalyzing, albeit dispersed, leader-

ship.

Was it because of a lack of planning? Decision-making which would have

preceded and provided the basis for planning didn't take place in the large

meetings. Instead, decisions were made in between meetings as individuals

figured out where they stood. Because no decisions were made in the larger con-

text, planning was disjointed and lacked direction and comprehensiveness.

Was it because of a lack of initiative? The project's negotiation process

was vagt.e, with perceptions not clarified and semantics not defined. Perception

checks were made in small dyads and triads to certify what was said or meant in

the larger meetings. Thus, individuals may have been afraid to risk initiative

under such ambiguous conditions or perhaps they saw no value in so doing.

In conclusion, documentation of this aborted effort at collaboration makes

an important contribution. That contribution is a clearer distinction between

cooperation and collaboration. A great deal of further inquiry, elaboration,

and refinement begs to be done. From this experience, perhaps others who are

considering interinstitutional endeavors may assess at the outset the require-

ments and appropriateness of the two models, with a fuller understanding of

0
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the costs and benefits of each. As one participant stated, "I think the effort

made most of us far more informed, aware, and possibly intelligent about the ar-

ray of factors to be understood' and taken into account in the most effective

kinds of cooperation. Maybe tnat ain't the ultimate, but it's progress."

,
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